
FIBER OPTIC & LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS

PRodUCT sPeCiFiCATion sheeT
Quasar White light Led illuminator
ReVision: B1

Port Connector Size 30mm diameter
Fiber type Glass / PMMA

Mains Supply Voltage 100-240V AC, 50-60Hz
LED Power 135 - 150W

Min Ambient Temperature -10°C (14°F)
Max Ambient Temperature +45°C (113°F)

Fans 2 x Crossflow
Led Type White Light

DMX / Effects Control
DMX, 0-10V, 1-10V & manual control over

dimming, color change and twinkle.
Supports one built in effects wheel.

LED Life 50,000 hours typical
Color Temperatures @ >80 CRI 3000K / 4000K / 5000K / 5700K / 6500K
Color Temperatures @ >90CRI 2700K / 3000K / 4000K / 5700K

Typical Luminous Flux

3000K/80CRI: 17974lm | 4000K/80CRI: 18438lm
5000K/80CRI: 18653lm | 5700K/80CRI: 18840lm
6500K/80CRI: 18992lm

2700K/90CRI: 14805lm | 3000K/90CRI: 15400lm
4000K/90CRI: 15633lm | 5700K/90CRI: 16174lm

Typical Luminous Efficacy 138 lm/W
IP Rating IP20
Material Sheet Steel

Finish Powdercoat Grey

Dimensions (L x W x H) 309mm x 266mm x 186mm
12.16” x 10.47” x 7.32”

Weight 4.72kg (10.41lb)

The UFo Quasar decorative. extremely high powered light output and full dmX, 0-10V,
1-10V, manual control and dALi (via an optional interface) make this an Led illuminator
unparalleled in its light output and control  capabilities.

Utilises industry standard protocols to control the unit’s color change, twinkle and
dimming effects. The Quasar’s Led is dimmable and you can also specify either a 10
segment color change,  a twinkle, or a dual effect wheel to allow for decorative effects.
This is the ultimate illuminator for lighting decorative fiber optic effect lighting.

Features an LCd display which provides user feedback for ease of use.

Available in a range of color temperatures and in both >80CRi and >90 CRi versions.

Fitted with a standard 30mm fiber port connector, this illuminator is suitable for both
new installations and retro-fitting to existing fiber optic installations.

illuminators are the only part of a fiber optic system that 
contain electricity and therefore must only be used in dry 
conditions. 
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